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AbstractAbstract

This experiment investigated direction judgment in a corridor containing a singleThis experiment investigated direction judgment in a corridor containing a single

turn. The turn degree of the corridor ranged from 0° to 90° with 15° intervals. A directionturn. The turn degree of the corridor ranged from 0° to 90° with 15° intervals. A direction

was presented to subjects at the entrance of the corridor and subjects were asked to pointwas presented to subjects at the entrance of the corridor and subjects were asked to point

this direction at the exit of the corridor. Considering the fact that subjects had to judgethis direction at the exit of the corridor. Considering the fact that subjects had to judge

directions in the featureless corridor, two hypotheses were proposed: (a) subjects tend todirections in the featureless corridor, two hypotheses were proposed: (a) subjects tend to

judge directions by eight categories of egocentric directions (front, back, left, right, andjudge directions by eight categories of egocentric directions (front, back, left, right, and

four diagonals); (b) subjects tend to estimate angular distance from their front to the direc-four diagonals); (b) subjects tend to estimate angular distance from their front to the direc-

tion which they try to judge. The result supported both hypotheses. The effects of vestibu-tion which they try to judge. The result supported both hypotheses. The effects of vestibu-

lar and kinesthetic information as well as visual information obtained by subjects are dis-lar and kinesthetic information as well as visual information obtained by subjects are dis-

cussed.cussed.
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The objective of this study is to experimentally investigate direction judgment in aThe objective of this study is to experimentally investigate direction judgment in a

corridor which has a single turn. Stated a little more explicitly, subjects in our experimentcorridor which has a single turn. Stated a little more explicitly, subjects in our experiment

are firstly presented a direction at the entrance of a corridor; they secondly walk throughare firstly presented a direction at the entrance of a corridor; they secondly walk through

the corridor to the exit; they are finally asked to point the target direction which wasthe corridor to the exit; they are finally asked to point the target direction which was

presented at the entrance (see Figure 1). The corridor is a featureless space except for apresented at the entrance (see Figure 1). The corridor is a featureless space except for a

turn, and so subjects rely on an egocentric reference system to judge direction. That is,turn, and so subjects rely on an egocentric reference system to judge direction. That is,

they judge direction with respect to their own body (e.g., now that I take a right turn in thethey judge direction with respect to their own body (e.g., now that I take a right turn in the

corridor, the target direction comes to the front of my body).corridor, the target direction comes to the front of my body).

Given this experimental environment, our first hypothesis is that subjects tend toGiven this experimental environment, our first hypothesis is that subjects tend to

judge direction by eight categories of egocentric directions (i.e., front, back, left, right,judge direction by eight categories of egocentric directions (i.e., front, back, left, right,

and four diagonals). An underlying model of our first hypothesis is that subjects use eight-and four diagonals). An underlying model of our first hypothesis is that subjects use eight-

direction reference axes in the eight egocentric directions (see the left panel of Figure 2)direction reference axes in the eight egocentric directions (see the left panel of Figure 2)

for judging direction. Subjects judge that the target direction belongs to which of eightfor judging direction. Subjects judge that the target direction belongs to which of eight

directional categories by estimating the closest reference axis to the target direction. Wedirectional categories by estimating the closest reference axis to the target direction. We

call this model the call this model the eight-directioneight-direction model. model.

Our second hypothesis is that subjects tend to make a judgment on which referenceOur second hypothesis is that subjects tend to make a judgment on which reference

axis is the closest to the target direction by estimating angular distance from their frontaxis is the closest to the target direction by estimating angular distance from their front

A Presented Direction

The Correct Answer

Entrance

Exit

Figure 1Figure 1. An example of a presented direction at the entrance of the corridor and the correct. An example of a presented direction at the entrance of the corridor and the correct
answer for the presented direction.answer for the presented direction.
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reference axis to the target direction. Because the front reference axis has the greatestreference axis to the target direction. Because the front reference axis has the greatest

saliency among reference axes, subjects use only their front axis as the basis of their judg-saliency among reference axes, subjects use only their front axis as the basis of their judg-

ment. This hypothesis is based on a model that the front axis predominates over the otherment. This hypothesis is based on a model that the front axis predominates over the other

axes.axes.

Many experimental studies have been conducted concerning reference axes. Most ofMany experimental studies have been conducted concerning reference axes. Most of

these studies focused on two topics. First topic is the existence of diagonal axes; the sec-these studies focused on two topics. First topic is the existence of diagonal axes; the sec-

ond topic is predominance of the front axis over the other axes. Rosch (1975) conductedond topic is predominance of the front axis over the other axes. Rosch (1975) conducted

two experiments in which subjects judged the angular orientation of lines. One experi-two experiments in which subjects judged the angular orientation of lines. One experi-

ment used a linguistic hedge task and the other experiment used a spatial task in whichment used a linguistic hedge task and the other experiment used a spatial task in which

subjects estimated the psychological distance between two stimuli. Data from the linguis-subjects estimated the psychological distance between two stimuli. Data from the linguis-

tic hedge task supported the eight-direction model. On the other hand, data from the spa-tic hedge task supported the eight-direction model. On the other hand, data from the spa-

tial task were against the existence of diagonal axes. In other words, the data supported thetial task were against the existence of diagonal axes. In other words, the data supported the

four-directionfour-direction model that subjects’ reference axes consist of four orthogonal axes (front, model that subjects’ reference axes consist of four orthogonal axes (front,

back, left, and right), as is shown in the right panel of Figure 2.back, left, and right), as is shown in the right panel of Figure 2.

Figure 2Figure 2. Eight-direction model and four-direction model of reference axes for direction judg-. Eight-direction model and four-direction model of reference axes for direction judg-
ment.ment.
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While Rosch (1975) used the linguistic hedges and the psychological distance be-While Rosch (1975) used the linguistic hedges and the psychological distance be-

tween stimuli, some studies used reaction time for the analysis of reference axes. Loftustween stimuli, some studies used reaction time for the analysis of reference axes. Loftus

(1978) examined subjects’ comprehension of compass directions. Reaction time supported(1978) examined subjects’ comprehension of compass directions. Reaction time supported

the four-direction model, and showed that subjects used four reference axes equally forthe four-direction model, and showed that subjects used four reference axes equally for

direction judgment. This result suggested that there was no predominance among refer-direction judgment. This result suggested that there was no predominance among refer-

ence axes. Franklin and Tversky (1990) also used reaction time to investigate predomi-ence axes. Franklin and Tversky (1990) also used reaction time to investigate predomi-

nance of the front axis. In their experiment, objects in front of subjects were judged mostnance of the front axis. In their experiment, objects in front of subjects were judged most

quickly, followed by objects in back, in left or in right. From this result, Franklin andquickly, followed by objects in back, in left or in right. From this result, Franklin and

Tversky concluded that the front axis predominated over the other axes.Tversky concluded that the front axis predominated over the other axes.

Franklin, Henkel, and Zangas (1995) used errors in judgment for the analysis of ref-Franklin, Henkel, and Zangas (1995) used errors in judgment for the analysis of ref-

erence axes. The errors showed that directions which were close to the front axis wereerence axes. The errors showed that directions which were close to the front axis were

recalled most accurately. On the other hand, directions which were close to the diagonalrecalled most accurately. On the other hand, directions which were close to the diagonal

axes were recalled most inaccurately. This result supported the four-direction model.axes were recalled most inaccurately. This result supported the four-direction model.

Montello, Richardson, Hegarty, and Provenza (1999) also used errors in judgment for theMontello, Richardson, Hegarty, and Provenza (1999) also used errors in judgment for the

analysis of reference axes. In case that subjects used a manual pointer to judge direction,analysis of reference axes. In case that subjects used a manual pointer to judge direction,

their data supported the four-direction model and showed that there was no predominancetheir data supported the four-direction model and showed that there was no predominance

among reference axes.among reference axes.

While the experiments of the above studies were conducted on the subjects whoWhile the experiments of the above studies were conducted on the subjects who

stood at a point or took their seats, Sadalla and Montello (1989) conducted an experimentstood at a point or took their seats, Sadalla and Montello (1989) conducted an experiment

which required subjects to traverse pathways, each of which had a single turn. The sub-which required subjects to traverse pathways, each of which had a single turn. The sub-

jects judged the angular size of the pathway turn by pointing the original direction ofjects judged the angular size of the pathway turn by pointing the original direction of

traverse at the end of the pathway. The errors in the judgment became the greatest whentraverse at the end of the pathway. The errors in the judgment became the greatest when

the turn degree was 45° and 135°. This result supported the four-direction model. Montellothe turn degree was 45° and 135°. This result supported the four-direction model. Montello

and Frank (1996) extended the analysis of Sadalla and Montello by computer simulation.and Frank (1996) extended the analysis of Sadalla and Montello by computer simulation.
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Montello and Frank hypothesized not only the four-direction model but also the eight-Montello and Frank hypothesized not only the four-direction model but also the eight-

direction model. The result of the simulation showed that the eight-direction model ac-direction model. The result of the simulation showed that the eight-direction model ac-

counted for the pattern of the data of Sadalla and Montello better than the four-directioncounted for the pattern of the data of Sadalla and Montello better than the four-direction

model.model.

In summary, many previous studies supported the four-direction model, but someIn summary, many previous studies supported the four-direction model, but some

studies supported the eight-direction model. Many previous studies supported the pre-studies supported the eight-direction model. Many previous studies supported the pre-

dominance of the front axis, but some studies showed that there was no predominancedominance of the front axis, but some studies showed that there was no predominance

among reference axes. Thus, it is still an open question that reference axes for directionamong reference axes. Thus, it is still an open question that reference axes for direction

judgment consist of either four or eight directions. Predominance of the front axis is alsojudgment consist of either four or eight directions. Predominance of the front axis is also

controversial. Because there is room for further discussion on these matters, the presentcontroversial. Because there is room for further discussion on these matters, the present

study is designed to examine the existence of diagonal axes and predominance of the frontstudy is designed to examine the existence of diagonal axes and predominance of the front

axis.axis.

By integrating our two hypotheses mentioned above, we expected the variation ofBy integrating our two hypotheses mentioned above, we expected the variation of

absolute errors in judgment as is shown in Figure 3. By the first hypothesis, we expectedabsolute errors in judgment as is shown in Figure 3. By the first hypothesis, we expected

that absolute errors in judgment would increase as a function of angular distance fromthat absolute errors in judgment would increase as a function of angular distance from

every reference axes. In particular, we were concerned with absolute errors for the direc-every reference axes. In particular, we were concerned with absolute errors for the direc-

tion of 45° and 135°. If subjects used eight-direction reference axes, absolute errors for thetion of 45° and 135°. If subjects used eight-direction reference axes, absolute errors for the

directions would be small, as is shown in the left panel of Figure 3. On the other hand, ifdirections would be small, as is shown in the left panel of Figure 3. On the other hand, if

subjects used four-direction reference axes, absolute errors for the directions would besubjects used four-direction reference axes, absolute errors for the directions would be

large, as is shown in the right panel of Figure 3. By the second hypothesis, we expectedlarge, as is shown in the right panel of Figure 3. By the second hypothesis, we expected

that absolute errors in judgment would increase as a function of angular distance from thethat absolute errors in judgment would increase as a function of angular distance from the

front axis to the target direction that subjects tried to judge. If the front axis predominatedfront axis to the target direction that subjects tried to judge. If the front axis predominated

over the other axes, that is, if subjects estimated an angular distance to the target directionover the other axes, that is, if subjects estimated an angular distance to the target direction

from their front axis, absolute errors would become larger in proportion to the angularfrom their front axis, absolute errors would become larger in proportion to the angular
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distance extended, as is shown by the broken line of Figure 3.distance extended, as is shown by the broken line of Figure 3.

MethodMethod

SubjectsSubjects

Seventy subjects consisted of 12 females and 58 males, ranging from 20 years to 33Seventy subjects consisted of 12 females and 58 males, ranging from 20 years to 33

years (mean age = 21.9 years). Subjects were undergraduates at the University of Tokyo,years (mean age = 21.9 years). Subjects were undergraduates at the University of Tokyo,

who attended an introductory urban analysis class and participated in partial fulfillment ofwho attended an introductory urban analysis class and participated in partial fulfillment of

a course requirement.a course requirement.

MaterialsMaterials

The experiment took place in a corridor which was temporarily constructed in a hallThe experiment took place in a corridor which was temporarily constructed in a hall

for this experiment. The walls of the corridor were made of plain white plates, which werefor this experiment. The walls of the corridor were made of plain white plates, which were

2 m high. The corridor was 1.5 m in width and 6 m in length. A blue sheet with no texture2 m high. The corridor was 1.5 m in width and 6 m in length. A blue sheet with no texture

covered the floor of the hall in order to provide the subjects with no directional cues. Acovered the floor of the hall in order to provide the subjects with no directional cues. A

partition was placed around the corridor in order to prevent subjects from looking thepartition was placed around the corridor in order to prevent subjects from looking the

Figure 3Figure 3. Eight-direction model and four-direction model of the expected variation of absolute. Eight-direction model and four-direction model of the expected variation of absolute
errors in subjects’ judgment.errors in subjects’ judgment.
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corridor from the outside.corridor from the outside.

An angular turn was in the middle of the corridor, i.e., 3 m from the entrance (seeAn angular turn was in the middle of the corridor, i.e., 3 m from the entrance (see

Figure 4). The degrees of the turn ranged from 0° to 90° with 15° intervals. The corridorFigure 4). The degrees of the turn ranged from 0° to 90° with 15° intervals. The corridor

was used from both ends, and so the angular turn became both a left-hand turn and a right-was used from both ends, and so the angular turn became both a left-hand turn and a right-

hand turn. We considered that the difference between left and right would not affect direc-hand turn. We considered that the difference between left and right would not affect direc-

tion judgment, because some previous studies (Franklin et al., 1995; Franklin & Tversky,tion judgment, because some previous studies (Franklin et al., 1995; Franklin & Tversky,

1990; Sadalla & Montello, 1989) found no significant difference between left and right in1990; Sadalla & Montello, 1989) found no significant difference between left and right in

regard to direction judgment with an egocentric reference system.regard to direction judgment with an egocentric reference system.

A circular measuring device, an 18 cm diameter circle with a rotating pointer, wasA circular measuring device, an 18 cm diameter circle with a rotating pointer, was

used for both presenting a direction to subjects at the entrance of the corridor and subjects’used for both presenting a direction to subjects at the entrance of the corridor and subjects’

making direction judgment at the exit. The device was mounted horizontally on a stand 70making direction judgment at the exit. The device was mounted horizontally on a stand 70

cm high.cm high.

ProcedureProcedure

The experiment was administered individually. After receiving a brief instructionThe experiment was administered individually. After receiving a brief instruction

concerning the tasks to be performed, a subject was led to the entrance of the corridor. Oneconcerning the tasks to be performed, a subject was led to the entrance of the corridor. One

of five directions (see Figure 5) was presented to the subject at the entrance. After memo-of five directions (see Figure 5) was presented to the subject at the entrance. After memo-

Turn Degree

3m

3m

Figure 4Figure 4. A bird’s-eye view of the corridor for the experiment.. A bird’s-eye view of the corridor for the experiment.
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rizing the presented direction, the subject proceeded to walk along the corridor. The sub-rizing the presented direction, the subject proceeded to walk along the corridor. The sub-

ject was asked to walk as usual. The subject was also asked not to look back and trackject was asked to walk as usual. The subject was also asked not to look back and track

back. On arriving at the exit of the corridor, the subject turned the pointer of the circularback. On arriving at the exit of the corridor, the subject turned the pointer of the circular

measuring device to make the pointer point the direction which was presented at the en-measuring device to make the pointer point the direction which was presented at the en-

trance (see Figure 1). Unlimited time was provided for this task. When this task was done,trance (see Figure 1). Unlimited time was provided for this task. When this task was done,

an experimenter turned the pointer randomly so that the subject could not utilize her/hisan experimenter turned the pointer randomly so that the subject could not utilize her/his

previous answer for direction judgment.previous answer for direction judgment.

After completing this task, the subject went out the corridor once. The experimenterAfter completing this task, the subject went out the corridor once. The experimenter

asked to the subject whether or not she/he could maintain sense of orientation during theasked to the subject whether or not she/he could maintain sense of orientation during the

task.task.

After a short interval, the subject was asked to reenter the corridor. At this time, theAfter a short interval, the subject was asked to reenter the corridor. At this time, the

subject traversed the corridor to the opposite direction. One of the other directions, as issubject traversed the corridor to the opposite direction. One of the other directions, as is

also shown in Figure 5, was presented to the subject at the entrance, and then the subjectalso shown in Figure 5, was presented to the subject at the entrance, and then the subject

performed the task in the same manner. This procedure was repeated five times to com-performed the task in the same manner. This procedure was repeated five times to com-

plete the tasks for all directions shown in Figure 5. After five tasks were finished, the turnplete the tasks for all directions shown in Figure 5. After five tasks were finished, the turn

degree of the corridor was changed to another one, and the same tasks were performed indegree of the corridor was changed to another one, and the same tasks were performed in

the same manner. Every subject traversed four out of seven angles: half of the subjectsthe same manner. Every subject traversed four out of seven angles: half of the subjects

walked the corridor which had an angular turn of 0°, 15°, 45°, and 75°; the other halfwalked the corridor which had an angular turn of 0°, 15°, 45°, and 75°; the other half

Figure 5Figure 5. Directions which were presented to the subjects at the entrance of the corridor.. Directions which were presented to the subjects at the entrance of the corridor.

A EDCBDirectionDirection
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walked the corridor which had an angular turn of 0°, 30°, 60°, and 90°. The experimentwalked the corridor which had an angular turn of 0°, 30°, 60°, and 90°. The experiment

took approximately 30 minutes for a subject. The order of the presented directions and thetook approximately 30 minutes for a subject. The order of the presented directions and the

turn degrees was randomized for each subject.turn degrees was randomized for each subject.

ResultsResults

The answers of the subjects were examined both as absolute errors and as signedThe answers of the subjects were examined both as absolute errors and as signed

errors. Note that in signed errors, overestimation of the angular distance from the fronterrors. Note that in signed errors, overestimation of the angular distance from the front

reference axis to the target direction was defined as positive value, and underestimation ofreference axis to the target direction was defined as positive value, and underestimation of

the angular distance was defined as negative value.the angular distance was defined as negative value.

We eliminated 86 data points, because the subjects reported that they lost sense ofWe eliminated 86 data points, because the subjects reported that they lost sense of

orientation and gave up answering in these trials. These eliminated data points were ap-orientation and gave up answering in these trials. These eliminated data points were ap-

proximately 6 % of the whole data. In addition, two data points were lost because of theproximately 6 % of the whole data. In addition, two data points were lost because of the

experimenter’s error.experimenter’s error.

To test our model of the variation of absolute errors in judgment (see Figure 3), weTo test our model of the variation of absolute errors in judgment (see Figure 3), we

primarily examine the answers of the subjects as absolute error in three steps. First, weprimarily examine the answers of the subjects as absolute error in three steps. First, we

investigate subjects’ perception of the direction that was presented to subjects at the en-investigate subjects’ perception of the direction that was presented to subjects at the en-

trance of the corridor. Second, we investigate subjects’ perception of the turn degree of thetrance of the corridor. Second, we investigate subjects’ perception of the turn degree of the

corridor. Third, we test both the four-direction model and the eight-direction model tocorridor. Third, we test both the four-direction model and the eight-direction model to

account for the variation of absolute errors by using the results obtained in the former twoaccount for the variation of absolute errors by using the results obtained in the former two

steps.steps.

Perception of the Direction That Was Presented to Subjects at the EntrancePerception of the Direction That Was Presented to Subjects at the Entrance

Errors for the 0° turn was examined in order to investigate perception of the directionErrors for the 0° turn was examined in order to investigate perception of the direction

that was presented at the entrance. Because the corridor became complete straightawaythat was presented at the entrance. Because the corridor became complete straightaway
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when the turn degree was 0°, the errors showed how subjects perceived the presentedwhen the turn degree was 0°, the errors showed how subjects perceived the presented

direction at the entrance. The mean errors are plotted in Figure 6.direction at the entrance. The mean errors are plotted in Figure 6.

If subjects perceived the presented directions accurately, all the mean errors for eachIf subjects perceived the presented directions accurately, all the mean errors for each

presented direction would be approximately equal to 0. The errors were analyzed by apresented direction would be approximately equal to 0. The errors were analyzed by a

repeated-measures ANOVA with the presented direction (direction A, B, C, D, and E; seerepeated-measures ANOVA with the presented direction (direction A, B, C, D, and E; see

Figure 5) as within-subjects factor. The result of the ANOVA revealed that all the pre-Figure 5) as within-subjects factor. The result of the ANOVA revealed that all the pre-

sented directions were not perceived equally (sented directions were not perceived equally (FF  (4, 268) = 8.46,  (4, 268) = 8.46, pp < .001). To find the < .001). To find the

presented directions which were not perceived accurately, we applied a two-sided presented directions which were not perceived accurately, we applied a two-sided tt test to test to

the errors under the null hypothesis that the mean error for each presented direction wasthe errors under the null hypothesis that the mean error for each presented direction was

equal to 0. The result of the equal to 0. The result of the tt test showed that the errors for the direction B and D were test showed that the errors for the direction B and D were

significantly less than 0 (for the direction B, significantly less than 0 (for the direction B, tt (69) = -2.93,  (69) = -2.93, pp < .01; for direction D,  < .01; for direction D, tt  (68) (68)
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Figure 6Figure 6. Mean errors and 95 % confidence intervals for the presented direction when the turn. Mean errors and 95 % confidence intervals for the presented direction when the turn
degree was 0°.degree was 0°.
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= -4.82, = -4.82, pp < .001). The errors for the direction A, C, and E were not significantly different < .001). The errors for the direction A, C, and E were not significantly different

from 0.from 0.

Perception of the Turn Degrees of the CorridorPerception of the Turn Degrees of the Corridor

Figure 7 shows the mean errors for each turn degree when the direction C (see FigureFigure 7 shows the mean errors for each turn degree when the direction C (see Figure

5) was presented at the entrance. In these cases, subjects tried to estimate angular dis-5) was presented at the entrance. In these cases, subjects tried to estimate angular dis-

tances from their front axis to the target direction so that the angular distances becametances from their front axis to the target direction so that the angular distances became

equal to the turn degrees of the corridor. Thus the mean errors plotted in Figure 7 showsequal to the turn degrees of the corridor. Thus the mean errors plotted in Figure 7 shows

how subjects perceived the turn degrees of the corridor.how subjects perceived the turn degrees of the corridor.

The mean errors indicated that turn degrees between 0° and 45° were all overesti-The mean errors indicated that turn degrees between 0° and 45° were all overesti-
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Figure 7Figure 7. Mean errors and 95 % confidence intervals for the turn degrees of the corridor when. Mean errors and 95 % confidence intervals for the turn degrees of the corridor when
the direction C was presented.the direction C was presented.
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mated, while turn degrees between 45° and 90° were all underestimated. The mean errorsmated, while turn degrees between 45° and 90° were all underestimated. The mean errors

also indicated that turns of 0°, 45°, and 90° were accurately perceived. This fact wasalso indicated that turns of 0°, 45°, and 90° were accurately perceived. This fact was

confirmed statistically by a two-sided confirmed statistically by a two-sided tt  test under the null hypothesis that the mean error test under the null hypothesis that the mean error

for each group of the presented directions was equal to 0: for the turn degrees less thanfor each group of the presented directions was equal to 0: for the turn degrees less than

45°, 45°, tt (67) = 3.47,  (67) = 3.47, pp < .01; for the turn degrees greater than 45°,  < .01; for the turn degrees greater than 45°, tt (64) = -12.9,  (64) = -12.9, pp < .001. < .001.

Thus, all turn degrees were distorted in the direction of 45°.Thus, all turn degrees were distorted in the direction of 45°.

Variation of Absolute ErrorsVariation of Absolute Errors

The mean absolute errors are shown in Figure 8. This figure illustrates that the abso-The mean absolute errors are shown in Figure 8. This figure illustrates that the abso-
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lute errors were small when the angular distance from the front axis to the target directionlute errors were small when the angular distance from the front axis to the target direction

was 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, and 180°. This fact was confirmed statistically, was 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, and 180°. This fact was confirmed statistically, tt (1310) = -18.1,  (1310) = -18.1, pp

< .001. This result supported the eight-direction model of the variation of absolute errors,< .001. This result supported the eight-direction model of the variation of absolute errors,

which is shown in the left panel of Figure 3. We hereby examined both the four-directionwhich is shown in the left panel of Figure 3. We hereby examined both the four-direction

model and the eight-direction model by estimating two parameters of the model: a slopemodel and the eight-direction model by estimating two parameters of the model: a slope

and an intercept of the broken line in Figure 3. These two parameters can determine theand an intercept of the broken line in Figure 3. These two parameters can determine the

structure of the model, because our model considered that middle directions of two adjoin-structure of the model, because our model considered that middle directions of two adjoin-

ing reference axes (e.g., the direction of 22.5° in the eight-direction model) gave the peaksing reference axes (e.g., the direction of 22.5° in the eight-direction model) gave the peaks

of the graph. This meant that our model considered that egocentric space would be dividedof the graph. This meant that our model considered that egocentric space would be divided

homogeneously into four or eight categories. On the other hand, Franklin et al. (1995) andhomogeneously into four or eight categories. On the other hand, Franklin et al. (1995) and

Montello and Frank (1996) showed that egocentric space was divided heterogeneouslyMontello and Frank (1996) showed that egocentric space was divided heterogeneously

(e.g., front category have wider range than the other categories). Further examination on(e.g., front category have wider range than the other categories). Further examination on

this matter would be required in the future.this matter would be required in the future.

To estimate these two parameters, the true angular distance from the front axis to theTo estimate these two parameters, the true angular distance from the front axis to the

target direction was transformed into subjective angular distance. To make this transfor-target direction was transformed into subjective angular distance. To make this transfor-

mation, both the subjects’ perception of the presented direction and the subjects’ percep-mation, both the subjects’ perception of the presented direction and the subjects’ percep-

tion of the turn degrees was used in the following manner. When the direction B or D wastion of the turn degrees was used in the following manner. When the direction B or D was

presented at the entrance, the error for each direction was subtracted from the true angularpresented at the entrance, the error for each direction was subtracted from the true angular

distance. In a similar manner, the error for each turn degree was add to or subtracted fromdistance. In a similar manner, the error for each turn degree was add to or subtracted from

the true angular distance. Thus, the true angular distance was transformed to the subjec-the true angular distance. Thus, the true angular distance was transformed to the subjec-

tive angular distance. We used this subjective angular distance hereafter.tive angular distance. We used this subjective angular distance hereafter.

The parameters were estimated by the least square method, and the results are tabu-The parameters were estimated by the least square method, and the results are tabu-

lated in Table 1. Comparing the values of the determination coefficient in Table 1, thelated in Table 1. Comparing the values of the determination coefficient in Table 1, the

eight-direction model fitted to the data better than the four-direction model. This resulteight-direction model fitted to the data better than the four-direction model. This result
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showed that the eight-direction model accounted well for the variation of the absoluteshowed that the eight-direction model accounted well for the variation of the absolute

errors. Moreover, values of the slope were significantly greater than 0 (for the four-direc-errors. Moreover, values of the slope were significantly greater than 0 (for the four-direc-

tion model, tion model, tt  (1310) = 6.54,  (1310) = 6.54, pp < .001; for the eight-direction model,  < .001; for the eight-direction model, tt (1310) = 8.86,  (1310) = 8.86, pp < <

.001). This result showed that the subjects estimated the angular distance from their front.001). This result showed that the subjects estimated the angular distance from their front

reference axis.reference axis.

Clockwise or Counterclockwise ErrorClockwise or Counterclockwise Error

As we have seen in the above examination, the eight-direction model could accountAs we have seen in the above examination, the eight-direction model could account

for the variation of the absolute errors well. The absolute errors, however, do not havefor the variation of the absolute errors well. The absolute errors, however, do not have

another important information; whether the answer of the subjects appeared on the clock-another important information; whether the answer of the subjects appeared on the clock-

wise side or counterclockwise side of the correct answer. We therefore examined both thewise side or counterclockwise side of the correct answer. We therefore examined both the

four-direction model and the eight-direction model whether or not the answer predicted byfour-direction model and the eight-direction model whether or not the answer predicted by

the model and the answer made by the subjects was on the same side of the correct answer.the model and the answer made by the subjects was on the same side of the correct answer.

The investigation was conducted by the following steps.The investigation was conducted by the following steps.

First, the mean direction of the subjects’ answers for each trial was calculated byFirst, the mean direction of the subjects’ answers for each trial was calculated by

circular statistics (Fisher, 1993). Second, the subjects’ judgment that the target directioncircular statistics (Fisher, 1993). Second, the subjects’ judgment that the target direction

belonged to which directional categories was predicted by the subjective angular distance.belonged to which directional categories was predicted by the subjective angular distance.

Third, the answer predicted by the model was fixed by the reference axis which was in theThird, the answer predicted by the model was fixed by the reference axis which was in the

Table 1Table 1
Values of Parameters and Determination CoefficientValues of Parameters and Determination Coefficient

Model Intercept Slope Determination
Coefficient

Four-direction model 8.50 0.0385 0.390

Eight-direction model 12.1 0.0530 0.661
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directional category chosen by the former step. Fourth, the mean direction and the pre-directional category chosen by the former step. Fourth, the mean direction and the pre-

dicted value were examined with regard to whether or not these two directions were on thedicted value were examined with regard to whether or not these two directions were on the

same side of the correct answer. Note that 15 trials in which the turn degree of the corridorsame side of the correct answer. Note that 15 trials in which the turn degree of the corridor

was 0°, 45°, and 90° were excluded from the investigation, because it could not be deter-was 0°, 45°, and 90° were excluded from the investigation, because it could not be deter-

mined that the predicted value was on which side of the correct answer in these trials.mined that the predicted value was on which side of the correct answer in these trials.

The result of the above investigation also revealed that the eight-direction model wasThe result of the above investigation also revealed that the eight-direction model was

more advantageous to account for the data than the four-direction model. The eight-direc-more advantageous to account for the data than the four-direction model. The eight-direc-

tion model explained well that the subjects’ answer appeared on which side of the correcttion model explained well that the subjects’ answer appeared on which side of the correct

answer, answer, zz = 3.35,  = 3.35, pp < .001 (by a binomial test). The 18 predicted values from the eight- < .001 (by a binomial test). The 18 predicted values from the eight-

direction model and the corresponding mean directions of the subjects’ answers were ondirection model and the corresponding mean directions of the subjects’ answers were on

the same side of the correct answer. On the other hand, the same test conducted on thethe same side of the correct answer. On the other hand, the same test conducted on the

predicted values from the four-direction model was not significant. The 8 predicted valuespredicted values from the four-direction model was not significant. The 8 predicted values

from the four-direction model and the corresponding mean directions were on the samefrom the four-direction model and the corresponding mean directions were on the same

side of the correct answer.side of the correct answer.

DiscussionDiscussion

The present study tested two hypotheses regarding direction judgment with an ego-The present study tested two hypotheses regarding direction judgment with an ego-

centric reference system. The first hypothesis is that subjects tend to judge direction bycentric reference system. The first hypothesis is that subjects tend to judge direction by

eight categories of egocentric directions (i.e., front, back, left, right, and four diagonals).eight categories of egocentric directions (i.e., front, back, left, right, and four diagonals).

An underlying model of the first hypothesis is the eight-direction model in which subjectsAn underlying model of the first hypothesis is the eight-direction model in which subjects

judge directions by using eight-direction reference axes. This model was compared withjudge directions by using eight-direction reference axes. This model was compared with

the four-direction model in which subjects’ reference axes consist of only front, back, left,the four-direction model in which subjects’ reference axes consist of only front, back, left,

and right axis. The result of the present study supported the eight-direction model. Theand right axis. The result of the present study supported the eight-direction model. The

second hypothesis is that subjects tend to estimate angular distance from their front refer-second hypothesis is that subjects tend to estimate angular distance from their front refer-
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ence axis to the target direction in order to make a judgment on which reference axis is theence axis to the target direction in order to make a judgment on which reference axis is the

closest to the target direction. The second hypothesis is based on the model that the frontclosest to the target direction. The second hypothesis is based on the model that the front

axis predominates over the other axes. The result of the present study also supported thisaxis predominates over the other axes. The result of the present study also supported this

model. Our results, however, were not always consistent with the results of the previousmodel. Our results, however, were not always consistent with the results of the previous

studies referred to in the introduction.studies referred to in the introduction.

As compared with the experiments of the previous studies, the present experimentAs compared with the experiments of the previous studies, the present experiment

had two distinctive features. The first feature was that there was no restriction on thehad two distinctive features. The first feature was that there was no restriction on the

subjects’ vision; the second feature was that the subjects walked through the corridor. Insubjects’ vision; the second feature was that the subjects walked through the corridor. In

contrast with the first feature of the present experiment, Montello et al. (1999) and Sadallacontrast with the first feature of the present experiment, Montello et al. (1999) and Sadalla

and Montello (1989) restricted subjects’ vision partially or completely. This differenceand Montello (1989) restricted subjects’ vision partially or completely. This difference

implies that the subjects of the present study obtained more visual information than theimplies that the subjects of the present study obtained more visual information than the

subjects of their studies. In contrast with the second feature of the present experiment,subjects of their studies. In contrast with the second feature of the present experiment,

Franklin and Tversky (1990), Franklin et al. (1995), Loftus (1978), Montello et al., andFranklin and Tversky (1990), Franklin et al. (1995), Loftus (1978), Montello et al., and

Rosch (1975) conducted the experiment on subjects who stood at a point or took theirRosch (1975) conducted the experiment on subjects who stood at a point or took their

seats. This difference implies that the subjects of the present study obtained more vestibu-seats. This difference implies that the subjects of the present study obtained more vestibu-

lar and kinesthetic information than the subjects of their studies. These two differenceslar and kinesthetic information than the subjects of their studies. These two differences

suggest that vestibular and kinesthetic information as well as visual information obtainedsuggest that vestibular and kinesthetic information as well as visual information obtained

by the subjects affected the results of the present study.by the subjects affected the results of the present study.

The first result of the present study was that the subjects used eight-direction refer-The first result of the present study was that the subjects used eight-direction refer-

ence axes, as mentioned previously. As compared with the subjects of the previous studiesence axes, as mentioned previously. As compared with the subjects of the previous studies

(Franklin & Tversky, 1990; Franklin et al., 1995; Loftus, 1978; Sadalla & Montello, 1989)(Franklin & Tversky, 1990; Franklin et al., 1995; Loftus, 1978; Sadalla & Montello, 1989)

who used four-direction reference axes, the subjects of the present study had four morewho used four-direction reference axes, the subjects of the present study had four more

categories in their egocentric space. Dividing egocentric space into eight categories wouldcategories in their egocentric space. Dividing egocentric space into eight categories would

require more information than dividing it into four categories.require more information than dividing it into four categories.
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In the present study, the subjects were provided with more information than the pre-In the present study, the subjects were provided with more information than the pre-

vious studies. The subjects saw an angle made by the walls of the corridor and received anvious studies. The subjects saw an angle made by the walls of the corridor and received an

optic flow in the course of walking. Because these visual cues were sufficient to constructoptic flow in the course of walking. Because these visual cues were sufficient to construct

eight categories within egocentric space, the subjects of the present study could use eight-eight categories within egocentric space, the subjects of the present study could use eight-

direction reference axes. This inference was evidenced from the fact that Sadalla anddirection reference axes. This inference was evidenced from the fact that Sadalla and

Montello (1989), which required subjects to walk pathways, supported the four-directionMontello (1989), which required subjects to walk pathways, supported the four-direction

model. In their experiment, the subjects’ forward vision was restricted to 0.5 m and theirmodel. In their experiment, the subjects’ forward vision was restricted to 0.5 m and their

peripheral vision was completely restricted. Thus the subjects of their experiment hadperipheral vision was completely restricted. Thus the subjects of their experiment had

vestibular and kinesthetic information but had little visual information. The lack of visualvestibular and kinesthetic information but had little visual information. The lack of visual

information led to the result that subjects used four-direction reference axes.information led to the result that subjects used four-direction reference axes.

Vestibular and kinesthetic information also affected the first result in conjunctionVestibular and kinesthetic information also affected the first result in conjunction

with spatial updating. When locomotion involved rotational body movement, vestibularwith spatial updating. When locomotion involved rotational body movement, vestibular

and kinesthetic information enhanced the accurate updating of self-position and travelingand kinesthetic information enhanced the accurate updating of self-position and traveling

direction (Chance, Gaunet, Beall, & Loomis, 1998; Klatzky, Loomis, Beall, Chance, &direction (Chance, Gaunet, Beall, & Loomis, 1998; Klatzky, Loomis, Beall, Chance, &

Golledge, 1998; Presson & Montello, 1994). Differently from the experiments of the pre-Golledge, 1998; Presson & Montello, 1994). Differently from the experiments of the pre-

vious studies, the present experiment required subjects to walk through the corridor. Sincevious studies, the present experiment required subjects to walk through the corridor. Since

walking through the corridor provided vestibular and kinesthetic information for perceiv-walking through the corridor provided vestibular and kinesthetic information for perceiv-

ing change in the traveling direction, the subjects could update the perceived travelinging change in the traveling direction, the subjects could update the perceived traveling

direction more accurately. This allowed subjects to use eight-direction reference axes.direction more accurately. This allowed subjects to use eight-direction reference axes.

The second result of the present study was predominance of the front reference axis.The second result of the present study was predominance of the front reference axis.

Because egocentric directions typically serve for guiding travel, the front axis should in-Because egocentric directions typically serve for guiding travel, the front axis should in-

trinsically be predominant when people walk. Moreover, visual information in the envi-trinsically be predominant when people walk. Moreover, visual information in the envi-

ronment of the present experiment helped the subjects perceive their traveling direction.ronment of the present experiment helped the subjects perceive their traveling direction.

Thus the fact that the subjects of the present study walked through the corridor with suffi-Thus the fact that the subjects of the present study walked through the corridor with suffi-
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cient visual information elicited the intrinsic predominance of the front axis. This infer-cient visual information elicited the intrinsic predominance of the front axis. This infer-

ence was supported by the fact that Sadalla and Montello (1989) found no predominanceence was supported by the fact that Sadalla and Montello (1989) found no predominance

among reference axes. In their experiment, subjects received a partial optic flow due to aamong reference axes. In their experiment, subjects received a partial optic flow due to a

complete blockage of peripheral vision, and so it was difficult for them to perceive theircomplete blockage of peripheral vision, and so it was difficult for them to perceive their

traveling direction after taking a turn. This difficulty led to the result that there was notraveling direction after taking a turn. This difficulty led to the result that there was no

predominance among reference axes.predominance among reference axes.

Lastly, we should note the possibility that the subjects of the present study did notLastly, we should note the possibility that the subjects of the present study did not

completely rely on an egocentric reference system. Although the corridor for the experi-completely rely on an egocentric reference system. Although the corridor for the experi-

ment was a featureless space, the subjects might have formed representation ofment was a featureless space, the subjects might have formed representation of  geometrygeometry

of the corridor, and might have used this representation to judge directions (Shelton &of the corridor, and might have used this representation to judge directions (Shelton &

McNamara, in press; Wang & Spelke, 2000). If we completely prevented the subjectsMcNamara, in press; Wang & Spelke, 2000). If we completely prevented the subjects

from looking the corridor by asking them to wear a blindfold or a hood, we could havefrom looking the corridor by asking them to wear a blindfold or a hood, we could have

completely precluded this possibility. Nevertheless we did not use a blindfold or a hood,completely precluded this possibility. Nevertheless we did not use a blindfold or a hood,

because we aimed to make our experimental environment as natural as possible. Walkingbecause we aimed to make our experimental environment as natural as possible. Walking

without vision is not a natural experience for sighted people. On the contrary, walkingwithout vision is not a natural experience for sighted people. On the contrary, walking

through a featureless corridor with vision is a common behavior in our everyday lives.through a featureless corridor with vision is a common behavior in our everyday lives.

This was the very reason that we used the corridor for the experiment. Thus using theThis was the very reason that we used the corridor for the experiment. Thus using the

corridor was an appropriate method for the present study, although it might make possiblecorridor was an appropriate method for the present study, although it might make possible

that subjects used non-egocentric information for direction judgment.that subjects used non-egocentric information for direction judgment.
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